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Analysis of the susceptibility minimum observed in 0.4Ca „NO3…2 – 0.6KNO3
by dielectric spectroscopy and light scattering
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An intriguing feature of the relaxation of glass formers is the broad minimum in the dynamic
susceptibility spectrum, lying intermediate between the high frequency vibrational absorption~or
Boson peak! and the slower, temperature-dependent structural relaxation and diffusion. As first
shown by Lunkenheimeret al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.77, 318 ~1996!#, high frequency dielectric spectra
can be accounted for by invoking a temperature-dependent, frequency-independent contribution
~‘‘constant loss’’! to the loss spectrum. Herein, we analyze dielectric relaxation and light scattering
data for 0.4Ca~NO3!2–0.6KNO3 ~CKN!, which exhibit broad minima at GHz to THz frequencies.
Over a wide temperature range, the spectra can be accurately described by the additive superposition
of a constant loss to the structural relaxation and the Boson peak. Moreover, the temperature
dependence of the constant loss term is the same for the two spectroscopies. The behavior of the
constant loss inferred from this analysis is minimally affected by the details of the fitting procedure,
demonstrating the robustness of the method. We also show that dielectric relaxation data for a silver
iodide–silver selenate glass conform to the predictions of mode coupling theory, even though a
liquid state theory is not obviously applicable to a glassy ionic conductor. This underscores the
value of alternative interpretations of the high frequency dynamics in glass-forming liquid,
including contributions from a constant loss such as described herein. ©2000 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!70311-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The susceptibility spectra of glass formers in the 0
GHz to 1 THz region, obtained using neutron scatteri
light scattering, and high frequency dielectric relaxati
techniques, show the presence of a fast relaxation, giving
to a minimum. The properties of this minimum are oft
analyzed using the idealized or asymptotic mode coup
theory (aMCT),1 which predicts a two-step time correlatio
function, consisting of a fastb process~not to be confused
with the secondaryb relaxation! and a slowa process.
Agreement has been found in fragile glass formers l
0.4Ca~NO3!2–0.6KNO3 ~CKN!2–5 and ortho-terpheny
~OTP!.1 Recently, light scattering6–8 and neutron scattering6,9

measurements revealed that the fast relaxations of CKN
OTP at temperatures below theaMCT critical temperature,
Tc , do not conform to the theory. Also, the dielectric su
ceptibility minimum atT,Tc for CKN3–5 ~for which Tc is
estimated to be 375 K2! cannot be explained by mode co
pling theory, a point which will be further illustrated in thi
work.

As an alternative, the dielectric susceptibility minimu
at T.Tc can be explained3–5 by interpreting the fast relax
ation in the dielectric spectra as a constant, or nearly c
stant, dielectric loss.10–25 The existence of this constant los
has been confirmed in CKN at temperatures belowTc and in

a!Electronic mail: mike.roland@nrl.navy.mil
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many other ionic glass formers at temperatures below t
glass transition temperatures,Tg .26

Another problem concerning the origin of the fast rela
ation according toaMCT is seen in recent light scatterin
results of Monacoet al.27,28 They found that the fast relax
ation process of OTP is present not only in the glassy
supercooled liquid states, but in the crystalline state as w
This observation led Monacoet al.28 to conclude that this
fast relaxation is an internal vibrational relaxation, identi
able with neither the fastb relaxation of MCT nor the struc-
tural relaxation of the glass transition. On the other hand,
properties of the constant loss indicate that its physical or
may be the anharmonic potential governing the vibratio
motions present in glasses, liquids, and crystals.26

These developments suggest that, for temperatures
below and aboveTc , the fast relaxation may not originat
from the b relaxation ofaMCT, but from another source
such as the constant loss or internal vibrational relaxation
this work, we examine this possibility by analyzing the su
ceptibility spectra of CKN obtained by light scattering,2 in
the manner done for dielectric relaxation;3–5,26 that is, by
assuming that the fast relaxation arises from the cons
loss. Our purpose is to determine whether features in b
light scattering and dielectric relaxation spectra can be
cribed to a constant loss mechanism, having the same
perature and frequency dependences for both experime
techniques.
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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II. EVIDENCE FOR THE ‘‘CONSTANT LOSS’’ FROM
DIELECTRIC SPECTROSCOPY

Consideraton of the constant dielectric loss has usu
been for glassy ionic conductors. Early experimental m
surements of the real part of the ac conductivity,s8~n!, in the
easily accessible frequency range of 1,n,106 Hz, show
that at sufficiently low temperaturess8~n! has a frequency
dependence ofn1.0. Wong and Angell10 interpolated between
these data and the far infrared lattice absorption data
Na2O–3SiO2 and suggested that then1.0 dependence ofs~n!
at low temperatures will continue to hold at higher freque
cies, eventually merging with the low frequency slope of t
vibrational absorption peak. This idea was verified up to
GHz by measurements on Na2O–3SiO2 by Burns et al.13

Since then, high frequency results for other glassy ionic c
ductors indicate an1.0 dependence ofs~n!, which persists
through the GHz range and beyond. However, in so
glasses at higher frequencies (v[2pn.1010rad/s), the fre-
quency dependence ofs~n! becomes superlinear,nd with
1.3.d.1.0, over a limited frequency range,18,21,23,24before
being subsumed by the vibrational absorption. Then1.0 and
nd dependences ofs~n! correspond to a constant los
«9~n!5D«9, and to«9(n)}nd21, respectively. These are con
sequences of the Maxwell relation,s8(n)52pn«0«9(n),
where«0 is the permittivity of free space. The contributio
corresponding to the constant loss has also been observe
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation.14,29–32

The origin of the constant loss, which extends from
definitely low frequencies up to ca. 10 GHz, and the sub
quent rise of«9(n)}nd21 are of great interest, because
their ubiquitous presence in a variety of glassy, crystalli
and molten ionic conductors, including CKN an
0.4Ca~NO3!2–0.6RbNO3 ~CRN!. This was brought out in a
recent work,26 which described many examples of ionic co
ductors having a constant loss contribution in their susce
bility spectra. The magnitude of the constant loss,D«, and its
dependence on both temperature and mobile ion conce
tion show general features. Except for CKN and CRN,
constant loss contribution in ionic conductors has been
termined directly only in the solid state~glassy or crystal-
line!, where over a limited range the temperature depende
of D«9 is either a power lawTa or exp(T/Ta).

CKN has a small decoupling indexRt , defined as the
base 10 logarithm of the ratio of the structural and cond
tivity relaxation times at the glass temperatureTg5333 K.33

For this reason, the dc conductivity in CKN is comparative
low, whereby the constant loss can be seen directly e
aboveTg . We illustrate this in Fig. 1, showing the 342
data~open diamonds! of Lunkenheimeret al.3–5 It is evident
that over three decades of frequency,«9~n! is constant within
experimental error. A similar feature is found in the data
Howell et al.33 at 342.75 K~filled inverted triangles in Fig.
1!. As is standard practice,25,33 we fit the imaginary part,
M 9(n), of the electric modulus,M* (n)[(1/«* (n)), with
the imaginary part of the Fourier transform of the time d
rivative of the Kohlrausch stretched exponential function

f~ t !5expF2S t

t D bG , ~1!
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which accounts for the dynamics of the mobile ions. The
fits to the data for 342 K of Lunkenheimeret al.3,4 ~filled
circles! with b50.67, and for the 342.75 K data of Howe
et al.33 ~open inverted triangles! with b50.65 are shown in
the inset to Fig. 1. The fits describes the two sets of data n
the peaks, but underestimateM 9(n) in the high frequency
wing.

The dielectric loss, calculated from«b9 (n), is shown as
the dashed lines in Fig. 1. At high frequencies, they exhib
power law dependence

«b9 ~n!}n2b. ~2!

The solid lines, representing the sum of«b9 (n) and a constant
loss D«950.1, fit the data well up to 1 GHz; however, th
rise of «9~n! above 10 GHz requires an additional term. T
dotted line drawn through the data points with a slope of
is meant to suggest the possibility that«9 varies as a power
law n0.3 in a limited region above approximately 10 GHz
CKN, as well as other ionic glass formers.18,21,23,24At higher
frequencies, there is a more rapid rise due to vibration
sorption. Possibly, then0.3-dependence is not an addition
mechanism, but the result of summing over the constant
and the low frequency wing of the damped vibrational a

FIG. 1. Imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity versus frequency f
CKN at 342 K~L! from Lunkenheimeret al. ~Refs. 3,4! and at 342.8 K~.!
from Howell et al. ~Ref. 33! at 342.75 K. The solid lines represents the su
of a constant loss~horizontal dashed line! and «9~n! ~dashed lines with
frequency dependence ofn21 at low frequencies and slopen2b at high
frequencies! calculated from the best fit to the same data in theM 9(n)
representation by the Kohlrausch electric field relaxation function. In
inset, the dashed lines represents the fits of the electrical loss modul
Lunkenheimeret al. ~d! and of Howellet al. ~,! using the imaginary part
of the Fourier transform of the time derivative of the Kohlrausch functi
with b50.67 andb50.65, respectively.
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sorption. We explore these possibilities in the next section
our analyses of susceptibility spectra obtained by dielec
relaxation and dynamic light scattering.

III. A PARALLEL ANALYSIS OF CKN DIELECTRIC
AND LIGHT SCATTERING DATA

All «9~n! data at temperatures below 361 K show
broadminimum, consistent with the presence of a fast rel
ation, identifiable with the constant loss. The presence of
constant loss in the dielectric spectra is unambiguous; it
tends over three decades in frequency at 342 K, and e
further at lower temperatures. There is no reason to ex
the abrupt disappearance of the constant loss mechanis
temperatures above 361 K. Therefore, we think that the c
stant loss mechanism could be responsible for the susc
bility minimum observed at temperatures both above a
below Tc . We can examine this possibility by analyzing th
susceptibility data of CKN from dielectric relaxation an
light scattering measurements in several ways.

A. Method „a…

The dielectric loss data of Lunkenheimeret al.3–5 for
CKN at various temperatures are replotted in Fig. 2. Th
authors fit the«9~n!-minimum using

«9~n!5cbn2b1D«91c1n, ~3!

where the first term on the right-hand side represents
high frequency wing of the conductivity relaxation of mobi
ions @viz., Eq. ~2!#, and the last term in Eq.~3! is used to
describe the rise due to the far-infrared~FIR! absorption
band. As shown by Lunkenheimeret al. ~see Fig. 3 of Ref.
4!, this equation fits the data well forT>379 K. However, at
342 K, the fit is not as good above 10 GHz, due to the po
law rise (n0.3) of «9~n!, as discussed in the previous sectio
This feature is unaccounted for by Eq.~3!, which neverthe-
less gives both a good fit and a determination ofD«9. The
temperature dependence ofD«9 reported by Lunkenheime
et al. is presented in the inset to Fig. 3. Also included in t
inset is the constant loss at lower temperatures, as ded
from dielectric data of other workers.26,33,34There is a rapid
rise of D«9(T) with T above Tg5333 K, from approxi-

FIG. 2. Dielectric loss for CKN from Lunkenheimeret al. ~Refs. 3–5! at the
indicated temperatures~in Kelvin!. The curves are the best fit using Eq.~4!.
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mately 1022 to a value of about 2 at 468 K. This temperatu
dependence forD«9(T) is approximately the same a
^r 2(T)&,26 the effective mean-square displacement of
ions determined from elastic neutron scattering.35

The data of«9~n! at T5361 K3–5 do not exhibit the
‘‘knee’’ predicted byaMCT. We observe that the frequenc
dependence of«9~n! at T5361 K is approximately describe
by a power law«9(n)}n0.3 from high frequencies down to
about 5 GHz, then leveling off at lower frequencies to for
a minimum around 1 GHz. This behavior is similar tox9~n!
obtained by Gapinskiet al.6 from light scattering atT
5362 K, which shows a power lawx9(n)}n0.4 and the ten-
dency to level off at lower frequencies over the comm
frequency range down to about 2 GHz. The similarity co
tinues to hold at lower temperatures. These remarkably s
lar properties of dielectric and light~neutron! scattering spec-
tra for CKN indicate that at temperatures belowTc'375 K
the susceptibility minima observed in all spectroscop
originate from the same process. That is, they appear to
caused by mechanisms related to the constant loss~e.g., vi-
brational relaxation!, rather than the knee-shaped fastb re-
laxation of the asymptotic MCT.

From the light scattering susceptibility spectra obtain
recently by Gapinskiet al.,6 we determine the values ofx9~n!
at n50.7 GHz for four temperatures below theTc'385 K of
aMCT. These are plotted~as open squares in Fig. 3 inse!
after scaling by a constant. Apparently, the temperature
pendence ofx9~n! at n50.7 GHz is nearly the same as that
D«9(T), indicating once more that the same fast relaxat
is probed by light scattering and dielectric relaxation.

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the constant loss determine
CKN. In the inset,D«9 from Lunkenheimeret al. ~Refs. 3,4! ~solid squared!
obtained from the best fit using Eq.~3!, andx9~n! at 0.7 GHz~open squares!,
from the light scattering spectra determined by Gapinskiet al. ~Ref. 6!
scaled by a numerical factor. The main figure showsD«9 from the best fit of
the dielectric spectra using Eq.~4! ~open triangles!, Dx9 from the best fit of
the light scattering spectra of Liet al. ~Ref. 2! using Eq.~5! scaled by a
constant~solid circles!, D«9 from the best fit of the dielectric spectra usin
Eq. ~6! ~open diamonds!, Dx9 from the best fit of the light scattering spectr
using Eq.~7! scaled by a constant~solid diamonds!, andx9~n! at 0.7 GHz
from Gapinskiet al. ~Ref. 6! scaled by a numerical factor~solid triangles!.
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B. Method „b…

As discussed above, the crossover of the constant los
«9(n)}ng with g'0.3 must be included to better fit the su
ceptibility spectra for temperature below about 379 K. T
behavior is similar to that found in the high frequency diele
tric spectra of glassy ionic glass formers. In fact, for so
glassy ionic conductors at high frequencies, then1.0 depen-
dence ofs~n! ~i.e., «95constant! becomes a superlinear fre
quency dependenceng11 ~i.e., «9}ng with 0.2,g,0.3!
over a limited frequency range,18,21,23,24before a rapid rise to
the vibrational absorption peak. Therefore, a better phen
enological description of the«9~n! minimum of CKN re-
quires incorporation of a crossover from constant loss
power law behavior, prior to the rapid rise to the FIR abso
tion peak. This is possible by substituting in Eq.~3! the term
c3n0.3 for cn, similar to the previous work by others in fit
ting susceptibility spectra of glycerol and propyle
carbonate36,37

«9~n!5cbn2b1D«91c3n0.3. ~4!

Following this procedure, we repeat the fit to the dielect
CKN data, obtaining the curves shown~as solid lines! in Fig.
2. The magnitudes deduced for the constant loss are plo
~open triangles! against temperature in Fig. 3. Given the d
ference between Eqs.~3! and ~4!, naturally the determina
tions for the constant loss differ, with Eq.~4! yielding
smaller values. However,D«9 for the two methods have ap
proximately the same variation with temperature, whi
moreover, is in agreement with the temperature depende
of x9~n! at n50.7 GHz seen in the light scattering data
Gapinski et al.6 ~solid triangles!. Therefore, although the
choice of ansatz to analyze the dielectric spectra affects
magnitude of the constant loss, the temperature depend
is essentially unchanged.

We have shown the similarities in temperature dep
dence and frequency dispersion of the light scattering dat
Gapinskiet al.6 and the dielectric relaxation data of Lunke
heimer et al.3–5 at T,Tc . These results, together with th
ability to fit the dielectric spectra by the constant loss, me
that the light scatteringx9~n! data of CKN forT,Tc should
also be satisfactorily accounted for by an equation analog
to Eq. ~3!.

Depolarized light scattering measurements on CKN w
published by Liet al.2 We limit our analysis to the spectr
obtained atT.Tc , where the data were unaffected by t
instrumental artifact,8 and a minimum is observed in thex9
spectra. The equation, which is analogous to that used t
the dielectric spectra~Fig. 4!, is

x9~n!5cbn2b1Dx91c3n0.3, ~5!

in which Dx9 is a constant, the first term represents the c
tribution of the high frequency tail of the structural rela
ation ~b,1!, and the last term describes the initial rise of t
susceptibility prior to the rapid rise on the low frequen
wing of the Boson peak. The last term is phenomenologi
but its presence is suggested by light scattering meas
ments at lower temperatures.6,7

The fits to the data of Liet al.using Eq.~5! are shown in
Fig. 4 ~thick solid lines!. The agreement is satisfactory, a
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though the contribution from the constant loss apparen
does not extend to frequencies lower than those assoc
with structural relaxation. This apparent interplay of vibr
tional relaxation and structural relaxation should be of int
est for the understanding of the constant loss, but is out
the scope of the present work. The constant lossDx9 de-
duced from the fits is included in Fig. 3~solid circles!, after
multiplication by a constant factor.~The constant factor ha
no physical meaning because the susceptibility spectra
given in arbitrary units.! It can be seen in this figure that th
temperature dependence ofDx9 is very similar to that of
D«9(T), the latter obtained from fitting the dielectric spect
in a similar fashion@i.e., by Eq.~4!#. Of course, the tempera
ture dependence ofDx9 is closer to that ofD«9 obtained
using the similar Eq.~4! than from Eq.~3!. The different
procedures correspond to different definitions of the cons
loss.

C. Method „c…

We emphasize that the use of Eqs.~4! or ~5! is not nec-
essarily the only analysis based on a constant loss that
give a good description of the susceptibility minimum.
constant and its crossover to a frequency dependence ong

with g'0.3 can also be modeled by a single termD«9(1
1nt1)0.3. Hence, viable alternatives to Eqs.~4! and ~5! in-
clude

«9~n!5xbn2b1D«9~11nt1!0.3, ~6!

and

x9~n!5cbn2b1Dx9~11nt2!0.3. ~7!

FIG. 4. Light scattering spectra of CKN from Liet al. ~Ref. 2! ~thin lines!,
along with the fits~thick lines! using Eq.~5!. The temperatures, increasin
from bottom to top, are 383, 393, 403, 413, 423, 433, 443, 453, and 48
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These equations are similar to Eqs.~4! and~5!, differing only
by a crossover to a power law, rather than a simple sum
the two terms. Included in Fig. 3 are theD«9 and Dx9 ob-
tained by fits of dielectric and light scattering data using E
~6! and~7!, respectively. The two sets of results again sh
very similar temperature dependences. The different de
tions of D«9 andDx9 for Eqs.~4! and ~5! compared to Eqs
~6! and ~7! yield different magnitudes, as illustrated in Fig
5~a! and 5~b! for T5379 and 423 K, respectively.

D. Method „d…

Earlier, we mentioned the possibility that the crosso
at higher frequency of«9~n! from a constant to a power law
with exponent'0.3, prior to the rapid rise to the Boso
peak, is just the consequence of adding the low freque
wing of the damped vibrational absorption to the const
loss. We now examine this possibility in dynamic light sc
tering susceptibility spectra obtained above and belowTc .
Light scattering results are more suitable than dielectric
laxation spectra for this purpose, because the entire Bo
peak is available for the former. The low frequency wing

FIG. 5. Comparison of the methods to estimate the constant loss.~a! Imagi-
nary part of the dielectric permittivity,«9, versus frequency for CKN mea
sured atT5379 K from Lunkenheimeret al. ~Refs. 3,4! ~thin line!, best fits
obtained by using Eqs.~4! and ~6! ~solid and dotted thick lines, respec
tively!, best fits obtained by using Eqs.~4! and ~6! but without the contri-
bution of the termcbn2b ~lower and middle lines, respectively!. ~b! Imagi-
nary part of the susceptibility,x9, versus frequency for CKN measured
423 K from Li et al. ~Ref. 2! ~thin line!, best fits obtained using Eqs.~5! and
~7! ~solid and dotted thick lines, respectively!, best fits obtained using Eqs
~5! and ~7! but without the contribution of the termcbn2b ~lower and
middle lines, respectively!.
of
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the Boson peak in CKN over an appreciable frequency ra
decreases as a power lawnB, whereB is positive, less than
unity, and temperature dependent. We extrapolate thisnB

dependence ofx9 to lower frequencies, assuming that th
extrapolation represents the damped Boson peak, which
gether with the constant loss makes an additive contribu
to the susceptibility. This assumption leads us to fit the lig
scattering susceptibility spectra of Liet al.2 for T.Tc and of
Gapinskiet al.6 for T.Tc andT,Tc using

x9~n!5cbn2b1Dx91cBnB. ~8!

The cBnB term represents the contribution from the Bos
peak. At each temperature, the exponentB and the prefactor
cB are determined from the low frequency flank of the Bos
peak; these values are then used in fitting the susceptib
minimum by Eq.~8!. Therefore, as far as the constant lo
contribution is concerned, Eq.~8! involves no additional pa-
rameters byeond those in the previous Eqs.~3!–~7!.

The fits to the data, shown in Fig. 6, are satisfacto
extending to much higher frequencies than by the ot
methods, without the use of additional parameters. The c
stant lossDx9 determined from these fits are shown in t
inset to Fig. 6 as a function of temperature. TheDx9 obtained
from the data of Gapinskiet al.6 ~open circles! have been
scaled by a numerical factor to allow comparison with t
data of Li et al.2 ~filled circles!. Again, the numerical factor
has no physical significance because the data are give
arbitrary units. The two sets of results forDx9 join smoothly,
varying with temperature in a similar manner asDx9 andD«9
deduced by the other methods~Fig. 3!.

The change in slope of the data in the Fig. 6 inset, in
cated by the intersection of the slopes of the data poi
occurs at 375 K. This would correspond toTc , suggesting
that the seeming ‘‘singularity’’ of the MCT nonergodicit
parameter atTc ,1 may be a consequence of the constant l

FIG. 6. Light scattering spectra of CKN at~from bottom to top! 337, 350,
362, and 383 K~from Gapinskiet al. ~Ref. 6! after division by a factor of
3500!, and at 383, 393, 403, 413, 423, 433, 443, 453, and 468 K@from Li
et al. ~Ref. 2!#. The thicker lines represent the best fits obtained by using
~8!. The inset shows theDx9 deduced from these fits: open squares~Ref. 8!,
solid squares~Ref. 2!, the former again scaled by a numerical factor to yie
a continuity between the two data sets. The intersection of the data at 3
is suggestive ofTc from MCT, albeit derived from an interpretation that
unrelated to MCT.
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mechanism. Thus, features present in experimental data
are in agreement with MCT are not necessarily evide
uniquely for MCT. Moreover, we stress that there is no r
singularity in the temperature dependence ofDx9 andD«9 at
any temperature, as can be seen in Fig. 6.

IV. MCT ANALYSIS OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY
MINIMUM OF A GLASSY, FAST ION CONDUCTOR

The susceptibility minima in«9~n! and x9~n! of CKN
and 0.4Ca~NO3!2–0.6RbNO3 ~CRN! have been analyzed3–5

according to the precepts ofaMCT, which predicts the spec
tral form1

«9~n!5«min9 @a~n/nmin!
2b1b~n/nmin!

a#/~a1b!, ~9!

for the minimum at temperatures higher than the MCT cr
cal temperatureTc . In Eq. ~9!, «min9 (n) andnmin are, respec-
tively, the height and the location of this minimum. Th
exponentsa andb describe the respective high and low fr
quency wings of the minimum, which are independent
temperature and related to each other via another fit par
eter l by the equationsl5G2(12a)/G(122a)5G2(1
1b)/G(112b), whereG is the gamma function. The firs
equation implies thata,0.4, and hence a pronounced su
linear increase of«9~n! at n.nmin . For T.Tc , the com-
monly used version of MCT predicts the following critic
temperature dependences:

nmin}~T2Tc!
1/2a, ~10!

xmin9 }~T2Tc!
1/2, ~11!

and

ta}h/T}~T2Tc!
2g, ~12!

whereta is the characteristic time of thea relaxation and
g5(1/2a)1(1/2b).

The good agreement of the fits of the CKN dielectric a
light scattering minima forT.Tc with Tc5375 K by the
aMCT Eqs.~9!–~12! lends support to the theory.1 The con-
stant loss explanation of the susceptibility minima offers
predictions concerning the temperature dependence, s
this respect MCT may seem the preferable explanat
However, as we show below, the temperature depende
for the susceptibility minima predicted by MCT are not pa
ticularly critical and can in fact be captured by the const
loss mechanism in glassy ionic conductors.

Silver iodide–silver selenate~SISE! with composition
0.48(AgI2–0.52 Ag2SeO4 is a glassy ionic conductor,21,22

having all the ionic conductivity relaxation properties
CKN and CRN. Because the Ag1 ion has much greater mo
bility than the potassium and calcium ions in CKN, the hi
frequency dielectric susceptibility minima of SISE, similar
every respect to those of the CKN and CRN melts, can
observed within the glassy state. However, since SISE
glass, MCT should not be relevant to the description of
susceptibility spectra.

The frequency dependences of«9~n!, s8~n!, andM* (n)
of SISE, with nmax varying over the range 102,nmax

,109 Hz, are similar to those of CKN and CRN. We emph
size that the data of SISE are for the high frequency reg
at
e
l

-

f
m-

-

o
in

n.
es

t

e
a

s

-
n

between 106 and 1012Hz, the same as for CKN and
CRN.1,3–5 Double-logarithmic plots of the dielectric los
«9~n! of SISE as a function ofn at several temperatures a
shown in Fig. 7. We fit«9~n! by Eq. ~9! of MCT with a
50.32 and b50.614, corresponding to the expone
l50.716. The fits~Fig. 7! are satisfactory, except at th
highest frequencies~above 1011.4Hz), where the rise is
steeper than the MCT fits. The discrepancies in this reg
increase with decreasing temperature, similar to the M
description of the CKN dielectric spectra.

Using the obtaineda50.32 andb50.614, we can exam
ine the MCT predictions for the temperature dependence
nmin}(T2Tc)

1/2a, «min9 }(T2Tc)
1/2, and nmax}(T2Tc)

g with
g5(1/2a11/2b). Figures~8a!–~8c! show the results of our
fits to the«min9 , nmin , andnmax data of SISE. In these plots
the ordinate scales are chosen such that the data shoul
on a straight line, whose extrapolation yieldsTc according to
MCT. Indeed, all three sets of data follow the predictio
quite well, with a critical temperatureTc5196 K. The larg-
est deviations are found in Fig. 8~c!. The departures of the
nmax data from the MCT predictionnmax}(T2Tc)

g) is under-
standable because the temperature dependence ofnmax for
the ionic glass SISE is Arrhenius, with sizable activati
energy, rather than the power law predicted by the MCT

The point we are making is that one would not expe
MCT, even with inclusion of hopping,1 to be applicable to
the dynamics of ions in aglasssuch as SISE since MCT i
an extension of liquid state theories. The susceptibi
minima of SISE~Fig. 7! may not be due to the fastb process
of the MCT. On the other hand, as for other glassy io
conductors, the constant loss contribution in SISE at low

FIG. 7. Frequency dependence of the dielectric loss of a glassy ionic
ductor, 0.48(AgI!2–0.52Ag2SeO4 ~SISE!, at various temperatures. The soli
lines are fits using the MCT expression, Eq.~1!, with l50.716 (a50.32 and
b50.614).
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frequencies, as well as the crossover to«9(n)}nd21 with
~d21!'0.3 at higher frequencies in the vicinity of 1010Hz,
clearly exists. These contributions can explain the susce
bility minima of SISE, as demonstrated by Lunkenheim
et al.3–5 for CRN and in Fig. 2 herein for CKN by the use o
the sumD«91c3n0.3. Nevertheless, the frequency depe
dence of the susceptibility minima of the SISEglassand the
temperature dependences of«min9 , nmin , andnmax are in ac-
cord with the MCT predictions, Eqs.~9!–~12!. This agree-
ment with MCT of the susceptibility minima of ionic
glasses, which are definitely caused by the constant lo

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the height and position of the diele
loss minimum and the a peak (M 9 peak! position of
0.48(AgI!2–0.52Ag2SeO4 . The chosen representations should yield strai
lines according to the predictions of MCT@Eqs.~2!–~4!#. ~a! «min92 versusT;
~b! @nmin(Hz)#2a versusT; and ~c! @nmax(Hz)#1/g versusT. The solid lines
extrapolate to aTc of about 196 K for the three quantities.
ti-
r

-

,

suggests that the susceptibility minima of glass-formingliq-
uids may also be caused by the constant loss, even tho
they can be described by MCT.1–5 Thus, an analysis of sus
ceptibility minima in glass-forming liquids showing agre
ment with MCT does not rule out the constant loss as
actual cause.

V. DISCUSSION

The temperature dependences of the constant loss
CKN determined, respectively, from dielectric relaxation a
from the light scattering susceptibility are equivalent, a
quite similar to the temperature dependence of the me
square displacement deduced from the Debye–Waller fa
for CKN.26,35 This similarity of their temperature depen
dence implies that the constant loss and the mean-sq
displacement are related. Since the temperature depend
of the mean-square displacement is determined by anha
nicity, it has been suggested that the mechanism of the c
stant loss is vibrational relaxation caused by the anharmo
ity of the potential.26 Comparable temperature dependenc
of the fast relaxation have been obtained from the quasie
tic light scattering intensity for poly~methylmethacrylate!
~PMMA!, polycarbonate, and polybutadiene.38–40 In addi-
tion, quasielastic neutron scattering in PMMA an
polycarbonate38 reveals that the magnitude of the fast rela
ation is related to the mean-square displacement obta
from the Debye–Waller factor, as found for the constant lo
in CKN.26 This also led to the conclusion38,39 that the fast
process corresponds to overdamped vibrations.

Thus, the constant loss contribution is a viable expla
tion of the susceptibility minimum. Such a result is timel
since there are recent experimental indications6–9 that the
fast relaxation, certainly belowTc and possibly even abov
Tc , may not come from theaMCT. The observation of the
fast relaxation in crystalline, as well as in supercoole
OTP28 rules out any relationship to MCT, or to glass tran
tion ~structural relaxation! phenomenon. Instead, the fast r
laxation is likely a vibrational process,28 a conclusion also
reached from the properties of the constant loss.26

Although there is direct evidence for the existence of
constant loss at lower temperatures, the physical origin of
constant loss and the closely related fast relaxation in li
and neutron scattering spectra remain unknown. The po
bility that they result from nonlinear Hamiltonian dynamic
of anharmonic vibrations has been suggested.41 In particular,
the relaxation of nonlinear~anharmonic! vibrations in a lat-
tice could well be the fast relaxation observed in the susc
tibility spectra.42 Numerical solution of nonlinear vibration
located at sites interacting linearly with nearest neighb
shows that the vibrational relaxation follows a Kohlraus
stretched exponential time dependence, Eq.~1!. With in-
creasing effects from anharmonicity,b decreases and tend
to zero. Whenb is small, the vibrational relaxation contrib
utes a susceptibility that is very slowly varying on a logarit
mic frequency scale, resembling the constant loss and
fast process seen in dielectric and light~neutron! scattering
experiments. Novikov43 has also advanced a theory showi
that the anharmonicity of vibrations leads to quasielas
scattering in glasses and supercooled liquids.
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If the constant loss or vibrational relaxation is respo
sible for the susceptibility minimum, the question becom
whether there is a theory of thea relaxation that, when com
bined with the constant loss contribution, can account for
susceptibility spectra at all temperatures. We point out t
the coupling model~CM!44–46 can do just that. While many
relaxation models invoke the Kohlrausch function to d
scribe structural relaxation, according to the CM, there is
additional process, referred to as the primitive or fasta re-
laxation, occurring prior to a crossover timetc . This primi-
tive process involves independent~noncooperative! motion,
described by a relaxation time,t0 . Kohlrausch behavior is
only observed beyondtc ~'2 ps!, when structural relaxation
begins to be governed by intermolecular cooperativity. F
high temperature data at frequencies beyond those con
ered herein, the CM is able to capture the behavior on
subpicosecond time scale.47–50 The model has been applie
successfully to experimental results on the short-time re
ational dynamics of OTP,51,52 glycerol,53,54 methanol,55 and
zinc chloride.56

As clear from the results presented herein, the CM al
cannot explain the appearance of the susceptibility mini
as Schneideret al.37 demonstrated from dielectric relaxatio
spectra, and Cummins from light scattering data.57 At most
measurement temperatures, the fast primitive relaxation
the CM makes a negligible contribution to the observed s
ceptibility minima. This is because either its contribution
confined to the frequency range ofn greater than 8
31010Hz ~which corresponds tot,tc'2 ps), ort0 is too
long ~i.e.,t0@tc) such that its contribution is negligible eve
in the frequency regimen.831010Hz. Thus, under the
conditions of the experimental measurements of CKN, gl
erol, and propylene carbonate, only a single sl
a-relaxation peak with no fast relaxation is expected. Ho
ever, in combination with a fast relaxation coming from t
constant loss mechanism~i.e., vibrational relaxation!, the
susceptibility minima may be accounted for by the coupl
model, as shown by our fits of dielectric and light scatter
susceptibility spectra using any of the methods~a!–~d!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Independent of the ansatz chosen to model the cons
loss, the susceptibility spectra of both light scattering a
dielectric relaxation for CKN, below and aboveTc , can be
well-described by invoking a constant loss mechanism.
combination with the Boson peak and structural relaxati
as modeled for example by the Kohlrausch expression,
constant loss gives rise to extra intensity, which determi
the minimum of the susceptibility of CKN, as seen expe
mentally in the GHz to THz region. While the properties
this minimum are commonly interpreted according to MCT1

the present results suggest an alternative explanation.
values for the constant loss extracted from analyses of l
scattering and dielectric spectra have the same temper
dependence. Along with its other properties,26–28 this sug-
gests the constant loss has its origin in anharmonicity of
vibrational motion, which eventually leads to structural r
laxation. From the shape of the light scattering spectra
-
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high temperature, it appears that the contribution from
constant loss is either terminated or overwhelmed by
structural relaxation at longer times.
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